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Can learning from workplace feedback be enhanced by reflective
writing? A realist evaluation in UK undergraduate medical education
Introduction
Doctors and medical students in the UK are currently required to provide
evidence of learning by reflective writing on (among other things) feedback from
colleagues. Although the theoretical value of reflecting-on-action is clear,
research is still needed to know how to realise the potential of written reflection
in medical education. This study arose out of efforts to improve medical student
engagement with a reflective writing exercise. We used realist methodology to
explain the disinclination of the majority to do written reflection on workplace
feedback, and the benefits to the minority.
Method
Realist evaluation is a suitable approach to researching complex interventions
which have worked for some and not for others. Focus groups were held over a
three-year period with year 3 and 4 students. Focus group transcripts were coded
for context-mechanism-outcome configurations (the realist approach to analysing
data) explaining students’ choice not to write a reflection, to write a ‘tick-box’
reflection or to write for learning. A sub-set of eight students’ reflections were
also analysed to ascertain evidence of learning through reflection.
Results and Discussion
27 students participated in 4 focus groups. Three summary theories emerged
showing the importance of context. Firstly, written reflection is effortful and
benefits those who invest in it for intrinsic reasons in situations when they need
to think more deeply about a learning event. Secondly, following a reflective
feedback discussion writing a reflection may add little because the learning has
already taken place. Thirdly, external motivation tends to result in writing a ‘tickbox’ reflection.
Keywords: reflective practice; written reflection; workplace assessment; learning
from feedback; undergraduate medical education
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Introduction
Medical graduates in the UK are currently required to provide evidence of
learning by maintaining a portfolio including their reflective work (1). This is because
reflection is deemed to improve self-awareness, ability to cope and to identify actions
needed (2). The skills of critical reflection need to be developed and this doesn’t just
happen, so medical educators have been trying to help (3–6). Guidance for UK medical
students on how to reflect as part of their practice has been developed by the General
Medical Council with the Medical Schools Council (7). Although other forms of
reflection are also recognised, the encouragement to write is clear in statements such as:
‘A reflective note does not need to describe full details of an experience. It should
capture what you have learned and any planned actions arising from the experience’ (7
pg3).
Written reflection can be useful especially if guided (8). Medical students
volunteering to write a daily reflection on their paediatric neurology learning goals for a
two-week block reported a positive learning influence in 85% of respondents (9). The
quality of reflective writing (and possibly reflective ability) can be improved by various
educational interventions (10). Bolton and Delderfield in their guide to writing and
professional development use the term ‘write to learn’, describing this as a structured
and supported process which ‘can be reflective and reflexive if students are facilitated
towards critical attitudes and expected to write reflexively’ (8 pg 63). Rather than being
merely a record of what has been thought, reflective writing ‘is the reflective process’
during which ‘sense is made of the muddle of stuff in our minds’(8 pg 136).
Written reflection is however not always popular among medical students when
it doesn’t align with their learning preferences (11) and they may dislike their reflective
activity being assessed (12). If it feels like surveillance, practitioners and students don’t
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choose to share the experiences which most need reflection (13). GPs and trainees
surveyed also had mixed opinions of the value of written reflection with a dominant
perception of wasting time (14–16).
Although the theoretical value of reflecting-on-action is clear (17–19), the
dislike of exercises in written reflection makes us question whether they are indeed
adding to our other educational interventions to produce more reflective practitioners.
Maximising the potential of the portfolio to promote reflective practice is a holy
grail of continuing medical education in the UK and elsewhere, with the call to research
its variable success and to improve its usefulness still seeming to need answers (21).
From our own experiences of implementing a system designed to promote learning
from workplace feedback, we also found ourselves asking when and how written
reflection can add value.

Environment for this study
With a firm belief in the importance of reflecting on feedback in order to learn, we have
devised an online ‘learning from feedback’ system for students in a UK medical school.
GP supervisors observe their students consulting with patients and give them one-to-one
feedback formally on three occasions during each of the Year 3, 4 and 5 GP-based
blocks (blocks lasting four weeks in Years 3&4 and 10 weeks in Year 5). The GP
supervisors use the ‘Workplace Assessor’ web app (22,23) to capture a written
summary of feedback discussions with their students. These formative assessments are
mandatory. Students are then invited by automated email to use the online ‘learning
from feedback’ form to capture their main learning points and action plans (see
Appendix 1 for the invitation and online form). The ‘learning from feedback’ add-on is
optional. If the student uses it, the GP supervisor gets a copy of their students’
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reflections.
In 2015 as we launched this system, we obtained ethics committee approval for
an action research study to evaluate and improve it. Student usage of the optional
‘learning from feedback’ reflective add-on to workplace feedback was monitored for all
Year 3 and 4 medical students. Because usage was low in the first year (11.3% of
feedback summaries were reflected upon in the first 5 months from launching the
system), student focus groups were held to improve the system. Researcher AM
designed and modified the system and did the monitoring. The changes made at that
stage did not alter subsequent student use of the reflective add-on (see Fig 1 for
monitoring data). An extension of the study for a subsequent cycle of evaluation to
understand this was granted by the School of Medicine Ethics Committee ref ERP1260.
Our research aim was to explain what it is about the ‘Learning from feedback’ system
which is working or not working for students and why. Through gaining new
understanding, such educational systems can be better designed.

Methodology and Methods
The evaluation design we chose was to ask student focus groups to consider
what might explain the low uptake of the system by their cohort of students, and to
explain the outcome of being invited to use it, in their own experience. Focus groups
were chosen because they can enable participants to voice their thoughts, and by
drawing out differences, explanations can be crystallized (24).
A realist evaluation approach to data analysis was taken in this action research,
to build theory about what matters in designing similar systems. Realist evaluation is a
suitable approach to researching complex interventions which have worked for some
and not for others. In realist evaluation the researcher tests and develops theory, starting
6

with an initial theory about how a programme works. The initial ‘programme theory’
for this system of learning from workplace feedback by reflective writing was derived
from a literature review about effective feedback for the clinical trainee (29) and posited
that thoughtful writing of learning points and an action plan would create a virtuous
loop in the feedback relationship, enhance and consolidate learning and make it lasting
(2,8).
Realist evaluation produces transferable explanations by making explicit how
context influences the outcome of an intervention using the concept of mechanism.
Mechanisms are underlying changes in the reasoning and behaviour of participants that
are context-sensitive (26). An understanding of mechanisms can come from asking
participants to explain what is causing their behaviours (i.e. which mechanisms (M) are
being triggered by which aspects of the system (C) to what effect (O) (25–28). The
discovery of the same links occurring between context mechanism and outcome in the
explanations of different participants (termed recurring CMO configurations or CMOcs)
enables the programme theory to be developed and refined. Development of middle
range sub-theories which incorporate context enables transfer to similar contexts
elsewhere.
All Year 3 and 4 students on their GP block in June 2016 were invited to
participate in a focus group. Year 3 students on GP placement in May 2018 and Year 4
students on their GP blocks in November and December 2018 were also invited. The
focus group topic guide was developed to answer our realist research questions. It was
the same for all focus groups and can be seen in Appendix 2. Focus group facilitators
were faculty members from the medical school who were not directly involved in this
workplace assessment and feedback system. The focus groups were audio recorded and
rendered pseudo-anonymous by substitution of identifiers at transcription.
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Each focus group transcript was analysed by two of three researchers (JL, BW
and SS) using realist evaluation methodology (26,28). For this analysis, the reported
elements leading to students using the ‘learning from feedback’ app or not using it were
sought, with explanations. We were particularly interested in data containing
explanations about decisions to use it or not, but also about whether and how learning
from feedback actually occurred. The links in these explanations between context and
outcome with the reasons given were coded as CMOcs. Coding was done independently
and then compiled with discussion, comparing coding of the same text and collating
similar CMOcs into middle range theories to build up a picture of the main ways this
system was working (or not) for whom and why. A middle range theory in realist
evaluation is a judgement about the repeatability of one or a set of related CMOcs. The
analysis process is to bracket CMOs together then search for what it is about the
contexts which is common. A middle range theory is a theory that is at the correct level
of abstraction to be ‘useful’ and ‘testable’(30).
In initial analysis, the theory that writing should enhance learning appeared to be
contradicted. Additional data was considered helpful to test this theory further. Mixed
methods are usual in realist evaluation so we asked for additional ethics approval to
look at the reflective writing of our next set of participants. All consenting 2017-18
focus group participants’ reflections were therefore analysed to ascertain evidence of
learning through reflection. Three of the researchers (JL, BW and SS) read each
reflection and classified them independently by depth of reflection. The classification
was: descriptive text/ some reflection/ in-depth reflection and notes were mad to justify
each classification. These notes were then compared, and consensus reached by
discussion.
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In the final programme theory, middle range theories about how context affects
outcomes were used to explain the monitoring data and the evidence of learning through
reflection.

Results:
This section reports
•

analysis of focus group data explaining the use made of the system by students,
what was working for them (or not) and why.

•

analysis of students’ reflective writing testing the theory that writing should
enhance learning.

Analysis of focus group discussions
Nine students from Year 3 and 4 participated in focus group 1 in June 2016.
Five Year 3 students participated in focus group 2 in May 2018, Seven Year 4 students
in November 2018 and six Year 4 students in December 2018 participated in focus
groups 3 and 4 respectively. 13 of the 27 students were female.
All but one group contained a mix of participants who had and had not used the
reflective add-on when invited to. In focus Group 1: four of nine had used it; focus
Group 2: two of five had used it; focus Group 3: all seven had used it; focus Group 4:
two of six had used it. Despite the differences between groups, discussions about
reflective writing and explanations about how students learned from workplace
feedback were similar in all four focus groups and the main findings of analysis were
consistent.
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Three outcomes were described by students: not using the reflective add-on;
using it to ‘tick a box’; and using it for learning. The 13 recurrent CMOcs (middle range
theories) are presented under these three headings (table 1).
Explanations for students not using the reflective add-on
Some students felt that although they were reflective individuals, they preferred
to reflect in other ways than writing so would not write unless they had to. This
preference was described by some as innate and by others as learned through poor past
experiences of mandatory reflective writing exercises (CMOcs 1-2).
Although these students had all consented to participate in this study and might
therefore have been expected to have an interest in the system under study, some had
not read the emails inviting them to reflect on their workplace feedback and others felt
that competing pressures on their priorities moved this activity to the bottom of the pile.
They described a barrage of medical school emails which they tended to neglect unless
marked urgent (CMOc3).
Students had brief immediate verbal feedback from their GP supervisor after
each consultation, and also longer discussions before their workplace assessment was
completed by the GP. Having already discussed and resolved their internal queries by
the time the invitation to write a reflection came there was no felt need to do further
reflection (CMOc2). Also some students felt that only the most challenging events
deserved a written reflection (CMOc4). For some, delay in receiving the workplace
feedback summary made it difficult to recollect the learning events (CMOc5).
Others reported the feedback summary was not useful to them for various
reasons, such as not having been observed by their assessor or the feedback not meeting
their needs. They then felt they had nothing on which to reflect (CMOc6).
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Explanations for students writing ‘tick-box’ reflections
Some students who did use the ‘learning from feedback’ system claimed little
perceived value other than to satisfy others. They also described previous mandatory
reflective writing exercises as ‘ticking boxes’ (CMOc7) and felt this could result in
dishonest or edited reflection (CMOc8).
The subject of reflection being feedback from the GP supervisor rather than the
student’s own choice of topic also promoted extrinsic motivation rather than intrinsic.
Reflection was consequently felt to be less useful (CMOc9).

Explanations for students getting added value from written reflection
Students who got added value from reflective writing in the past or on this
occasion did speak up as a minority opinion in each focus group. Some found writing a
reflection laborious compared to reflective thought or discussion but had found that it
could be useful to them. Students who found it beneficial were sometimes surprised that
it was and explained that when they got around to it the cognitive process involved in
writing did organise and reinforce or add to their learning (CMOcs10&11).
A felt need to reflect was described as being triggered by situations which
induced internal conflict (CMOc12). This was not usually felt to be the case after
workplace assessment feedback partly because if it did, resolution had already occurred
during feedback discussion (see CMOc4).
The enthusiastic supervisor could however trigger useful reflective writing if
their feedback conversations encouraged reflective thought and writing and also by
reading and commenting on the student’s reflections (CMOc13).
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Analysis of the ‘learning from feedback’ student writings
Fifteen student reflections were analysed (those of eight students consenting to analysis
among eleven participants in 2018 who wrote reflections). Five were felt to show
learning through in-depth reflection with evidence that the students valued the feedback,
planned appropriate actions and focused on identifying why they received the specific
feedback. Eight contained evidence of action already taken, action planning and some
reflection and two were purely paraphrasing and summarising the feedback. This
aligned with CMOc11.

Discussion
Summary of principal findings
For each outcome (not using the reflective add-on; using it to ‘tick a box’; and using it
for learning), we have explanations which can help the understanding of outcomes in
other studies of written reflection. We have consolidated the main recurring CMO
configurations (table 1) into three summary theories or sub-theories of our final
programme theory.

Theory 1: Written reflection is effortful and benefits those who invest in it for
intrinsic reasons in situations when they need to think more deeply about a
learning event
CMOcs 10-13 support this and CMOcs 1-6 explain why some students in our study did
not feel that their GP feedback was suitable material for such added effort.

Theory 2: There are contexts (such as following a good feedback discussion)
when writing down learning points and action plans may add little value
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because there is no longer a need to reflect - the reflection has already taken
place.
CMOcs 4&5 suggest that medical students usually value their feedback relationship and
feedback discussions and also add an explanation to a previous study (30) which found
that verbal feedback was often preferred to written feedback. The explanation may
include that during the feedback discussion reflection is occurring and questions are
being resolved.

Theory 3: External motivation is the main mechanism triggering the writing of
a ‘tick-box’ reflection with little other perceived value. The word ‘perceived’ is
used intentionally and we would qualify this theory by the finding of our
analysis of reflective writing and the explanations of a minority of students that
a ‘tick-box’ reflection may have some value.
After the first focus group we considered making the reflective add-on mandatory (the
suggestion of one focus group participant), but the reactions of the rest of that focus
group indicated this might be counter-productive, as was confirmed by subsequent
focus groups. CMOcs 7-9 and 11 explain how external motivation to write can diminish
perceived value and may cause editing or embellishment of true thoughts.
The intended benefit of writing to organise, consolidate and extend learning was
a minority outcome for students in this study. Students who experienced external
motivation to write about their learning were unlikely to claim these benefits. However,
our study of student reflective entries did demonstrate evidence of paraphrasing or
summarising of feedback, logging action already taken, action planning and some
reflection. This could be evidence that writing does improve learning and this may be
occurring without students realising.
Interpretation of the results
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We have applied these theories to our monitoring data. A schematic interpretation of
our final programme theory explaining the use students make of written reflection on
workplace feedback is illustrated in Fig 2.

Strengths and weaknesses
This research project was designed to improve learning from feedback. Although it did
not increase use of the system it did uncover important explanations. Using realist
evaluation makes these explanations potentially transferable to similar contexts. Two
data types were integrated to support inferences. The study is of a real system but in a
single institution. It could have been improved by including more participants who have
found reflective writing to be helpful. This might have been achieved by collaborating
with other institutions with more success in the use of portfolios. Discussing their
reflective writings with students who perceived no benefit might have been a source of
fruitful additional data.

Comparison with existing literature
Reflection requires a stimulus to be genuine, and it has been found that a meaningful
encounter or a surprising ‘teachable moment’ would trigger intrinsic motivation - the
felt need to reflect (32). Thompson et al found that if there was no cognitive or
emotional dissonance, students didn’t reflect on the activity (33). Our findings may cast
light on why reflective writing about workplace feedback is not always felt to be
appropriate. Students who have had a good discussion of their consultation skills and
have noted what they need to improve do not feel the need to consolidate this learning
by writing. Nor do students whose feedback has not made them think.
External motivation caused some students to use the ‘learning from feedback’
system but for the wrong reasons and this may explain why they did not perceive
14

benefit even when learning may have been taking place. Even though students knew
that their reflective writing was not being formally assessed, their reactions were similar
to those in studies where reflective writing is assessed (12,31). Our findings may cast a
different light on student beliefs that reflective writing does not add to learning (11).
The suggestion is that learning is occurring but not perceived. This might fit Ross’
description of the transformative potential of wearing the ‘mask’ of the professional
persona when participating in such ‘rituals of confession and compliance’ (13).

Conclusions: implications for research and practice
Our conclusions are reflexive as we feel that it is still possible to improve our system
now that we have understood the way it is working. The realist perspective also enables
us to offer suggestions for the wider community of educators wishing to develop
healthcare professional trainees into reflective practitioners. The context in which
learners are being encouraged to reflect matters, and might be adjusted in the following
ways:
(1)

In designing systems to facilitate learning from feedback can we trigger the
important mechanism of intrinsic motivation? Exercises in written reflection
could be better framed (to make students perceive benefit to learning as
“Writing precedes thinking, not the other way round” (8 pg. 138) and better
targeted to need by being more student-led, both in timing and topic.

(2)

Writing may not be the best way to reflect on workplace feedback. Making the
mode of generating reflection more flexible might help, including organising
reflective discussions with peers.
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(3)

Can we enhance clinical supervisor enthusiasm for supporting students to do
useful reflections and frame feedback to students as questions to trigger deeper
thought?

(4)

There are still possible benefits to students of writing down learning points and
action plans, such as clarifying and consolidating learning, and providing a
record. The framing of this exercise will be important, however, as the need to
reflect is missing as the prime driver.
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Appendix 1.
Student invitation to reflect on their feedback summary
Dear …………….,

Your feedback can result in improved clinical skills if you have decided to change your
practice as a result of the discussion and advice you were given. Taking the time to
record your thoughts can enhance your decision-making, consolidate the improvements
and make them last.

Please click here to access your form and add your thoughts and action plan to the
feedback summary.

If you have not yet looked at your feedback document, please access it via the Feedback
Portal before completing the form.
Kind regards,
Workplace team
Questions in the “Learning from feedback” add-on
•

Learning (What? and So what?): Describe your learning
experiences. What did you get out of the feedback from your observer?

•

Action Plan (Now what?): What have you done or decided to do as a
result?
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Appendix 2. Topic guide for focus groups
1. Provide the students with the statistics for usage of the feedback portal by their cohort
of students
Ask: what might explain these figures?
2. In your own experiences what did the email inviting you to respond to your feedback
make you do?
3. Did being invited to write about your feedback add any value? If so, what. If not, any
reasons?
(did you learn by writing about the feedback? Did you improve clinically or /
notice improvements as a result?)
(how do you feel about being asked to make a written reflection?)
4. What have you done with your feedback summaries? And with the learning from
feedback+ summaries?
(shown them to anyone? Discussed them with anyone? Put in portfolio?)
5. Assessor gets a copy – is this a help or a hindrance? Who would you like to get a
copy?
6. How might the learning from feedback system be improved?
(Timing? Wording? Reminders? Presentation? Access via feedback portal or in
e-portfolio? Mandatory? Frequency if so?)
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Table 1 CMOcs with illustrative quotes

CMOc
Quotes
Explanations for students not using the reflective add-on
1. Poor past experience of reflective We had the big Longitudinal Patient reflection, and
writing assignments (C) may put
it might put some people off reflection. Like, I’m
students off (M) using written
not very good at reflection at all, and my reflection
reflection as a means of learning in
is something that I need to improve on because it’s
future (O)
always just on the borderline. But sometimes
you’re like, ‘oh no, not another reflection!’ I don’t
want another one. FG2ID1n
2. Students who find writing difficult I am one of those people who sort of reflects and
or have a preference for other
actually verbalises it having a chat with peers, as
methods of reflection (participant
opposed to actually recording it. I tend to kind of
conditions) if given the option (C)
talk things through with other people. We present a
may avoid writing (M) and not use
case and we reflect on what we have learnt from it.
the reflective add-on (O)
I find that actually far more beneficial than writing
down a blurb about something. FG4ID1y
3. In a learning environment where
Then when I opened the email, and I was about to
there is email overload (C1) causing do it, and it said optional, and I was like,
a tendency to skim-read messages
actually…….. FG3ID5y
(M1), if a learning activity is
I mean I did see the reminder emails as well but I
optional (C2) and there are
think it was a combination of the timing and then
competing priorities (C3) the
on top of all the other emails that you get and all
extrinsic motivation (M2) to write is the other things that you have reply to, it just gets
lacking so if there is weak internal
lost…FG1ID8n
motivation to write (M3) it gets
neglected (O)
4. When a feedback discussion has
I felt like it seemed like something that you’d do if
taken place (C1), and was not about
it was a particularly memorable learning
a significant event (C2) students may experience. Like if you’d had a consultation that
feel they had already reflected
had gone really badly or something particularly
sufficiently (M) and writing would
positive that had been drawn out in it, whereas a lot
be superfluous (O)
of the ones I’ve done it’s just been little minor
tweaks, so I haven’t reflected on any of mine yet
FG2ID3n
5. Delay in getting written feedback
I think it’s the fact that it didn’t inspire me to want
(C) caused declining ability to make to write a reflection …. if it had been closer to the
mental connections (M) so no further event …. it would have been fresh in my mind and
useful reflection can be done (O)
I would reflect on it better FG1ID1n
(even when verbal feedback had
triggered memorable learning at the
time)
6. GP feedback which was not based The feedback just wasn’t specific even though he
on observation of the student (C1) or was sat next to me. I felt like he’d switched off,
did not resonate with the student’s
didn’t really watch anything, and said takes good
perception of the event (C2) may not history, could examine, blah, blah, blah, you know.
be valued by the student (M1) and
FG3ID3y
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might therefore not trigger useful
reflection either written or unwritten
(O)
Explanations for students writing ‘tick-box’ reflections
7. Being reminded by the supervisor So I think it depends on how keen the assessor is as
to write a reflection (C1) or knowing well. So when my assessor was going through the
that there is a requirement to show
(workplace) assessment with me, we talked
some reflective writing in the ethrough it and then she’d sort of type it up ….and
portfolio (C2) triggers external
then she would constantly remind me saying oh
motivation to write a reflection
have you had a chance to reflect and she would say
which is perceived as being for
that at various points and I think that really helped
others (M1) and as a box-ticking
because I thought actually I need to go and reflect
exercise (M2) and may not be found so then I think after the second or third prompt, I
to be very useful to learning (O)
said okay today is the day I’m gonna go and do my
reflections [laugh] and I did it all in one go.
FG1ID3y
I think, on the whole, it’s done as a tick box
exercise for me, because we used to have to submit
reflections as assignments to be marked as opposed
to a personal thing for our portfolio. I think that set
it off as an assignment-based process as opposed to
something that’s going to help you with your
practice and your future development. And I think
it needs like a shift of mindset. FG3ID3y
8. Writing for others to read (C) may I would be scared to say something negative in the
arouse fear of reactions (M1) which
thought that, you know, someone else would see it
may cause editing of what is written or you know you’d get into trouble. FG1ID6n
(O) to avoid awkwardness.
After I'd done my first one, the GP came and had a
chat to me about it, about what I had written. It was
a sort of moment of well, I don't feel like I can be
completely honest about the reflection. FG4ID3y
9. The topic of reflection being
The fact that you reflect on feedback, is that not
feedback from the GP supervisor
them pushing you towards a certain direction so it’s
rather than the student’s own choice not promoting self-reflection as proper selfof topic (C) may promote extrinsic
reflection FG3ID2y
motivation (M1) or little intrinsic
motivation (M2) resulting in less
useful reflection (O)
Explanations for students getting added value from written reflection
10. Prior experience of benefit from
I don’t know why I was particularly organised that
reflective writing (O becoming C)
weekend but as soon as I got it, I’d done it so I
encourages intrinsic motivation to do think I derived a lot of value from that particular
it again (M1) and may produce
episode of reflection because the consultation that
commitment to the habit (M2) so
was assessed was very recent, as was my reflection
making students more likely to do it so it was already like fresh in my mind FG1ID2y
even when busy (O)
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11. The effortful cognitive processes
(M) involved in a reflective writing
exercise (C) can organise learning
(O1) reinforce Learning (O2) and
add to learning (O3)

12. Feeling the need to reflect deeply
(M1) was a mechanism induced by
situations which induced internal
conflict (C) in reflective individuals
(participant condition) which may
result in writing (O) in an attempt to
get resolution (M2)
13. The tutor could trigger useful
reflective writing (O) by their
feedback conversations (C1)
encouraging reflective thought and
writing by triggering intrinsic
motivation (M1) and by reading and
commenting on the student’s
reflections (C2) creating extrinsic
motivation (M2)

I thought it was a really good exercise because
whatever I’d learnt the week before, I actually tried
to implement that in the next following weeks and I
think that it really, really did help me to sort of just
focus on that particular consultation and particular
things I need to include or things that I’ve missed
out previously. FG1ID3y
I think the value of the feedback and the reflection
on the feedback is obviously highly variable,
because you may get poor feedback or you may not
be very good at reflecting, I think the value isn’t in
the PDF you get at the end, it’s in the process you
did to get there. FG2ID5y
Most of the time it’s when I’ve experienced a
challenge that I’ve never experienced before or
something’s been brought to my attention that I
never considered before. And if it shifts my way of
thinking or my ideas about something or how I
approach things in the future or brings a learning
even, that’s probably when I reflect. FG3ID4y
I had two different experiences in third and fourth
year. So in third year I didn’t do any of the
reflections. I thought my feedback is very
superficial. In fourth year, I thought it was very
good. It was very detailed. It was very specific to
me, even when she was giving me the feedback she
put prompts and questions. So how do you think
we could’ve done this better? How do you think
you could handle this? So she did it very well, and
so I had loads to reflect on and loads to talk on.
FG3ID4y
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Figure 1. Year 3 and 4 student usage of the ‘learning from feedback’ reflective add-on
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Figure 2: Final Programme Theory
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